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POLITICS, ECONOMICS

or many years "budget instability" has been determines what is to be measured and, to a large extent,
considered the cause of sizeable inefficiencies in how it is to be measured. Secretary Carlucci's statement

performing Depaiinitnt of Defense haziness. I-ormer notes two sides to instaoiiiy: lack or steady, dtt'

Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci used various forums growth in funding and congressional micromanagement.
to expand on this idea: Budget instability precludes the
Department of Defense (DOD) from organizing and exe- To keep the discussion within the limited space of this
cuting its programs in an optimally efficient way, thus sub- article, I will not address in detail the issue of funding
optimizing use and returns of funds spent by the department. growth, even though I will discuss some political, economic
In his last report to the Congress, Secretary Carlucci said: and administrative issues involved. This paper will concen-

trate on the second side of budget instability, congressional
Without steady, moderate funding growth we micromanagement.
can neither protect our gains nor guarantee that
our weakened defense posture can support our Accordingly, I define budget instability as tht iikLlihood

security commitments... congressional micro- that the budget estimates submitted to the Congress by the

management has precluded the Department from Department of Defense will be materially changed by the

receiving the necessary level of defense resources appropriation process; that is, the difference between the

on a timely basis.. has often hindered our flexi- initial budget request and the actual funds approved for the

bility in allocating resources and executing account. 2 Thus, I will discuss incidentally, but not address
programs in ways designed to improve efficiency as "budget instability," up-and-down changes in "topline,"

and effectiveness. I thie total Department of Defense budget authority requested
for a given year, or years.

However, neither facts causing budget instability nor Neither will I discuss congressional failure to provide for
mechanisms whereby that "budget instability" translates steady growth of the funding available to the Department
itself into inefficiency have been clearly established. A need of Defense or to fund DOD at the level projected by the
exists to restate this political argument in terms that are valid Five Year Defense Plan; that is, effects of having to
operationally. If budget instability exists and causes accommodate within reduced "budget control numbers" the
inefficiency, both can be measured and the causative process more optimistic estimates customarily carried on the Five
can be logically described. Only when this is accomplished Year Defense Plan.
can measures to alleviate or cure the undesirable effects of
budget instability be effected. I will not discuss budget escalation. Throughout the

period covered by this paper, budgeted escalation
Budget instability can be defined in different ways. Precise (percentage growth allowed in estimates for inflation) was

definition-an operational definition-is necessary before prescribed by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
any meaningful discussion takes place, since the definition and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).

Actual inflation turned out to be in many years, signifi-
cantly different from that allowed in the budget. While
relevant to concepts of budget instability and planning error,
the question of the effect of inflation is beyond the limited
scope of this paper and will not be addressed here.
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D INEFFICIENCY M gue1A. Otegui

In attempting to define the scope of The President submits a budget The President's budget is assumed to
this inquiry, it is germane to state the maximizing his political and economic be a proposal optimal under economic
importance of focus and vantage preferences: his constraints are, on the and political assumptions undergirding
point. From the point of view of a one hand, the need to provide a budget it. The political assumption is that the
program manager in a Service within that would further his political agenda Congress will accept the proposal as
DOD, exogenous changes to his fund- and economic policies and, on the being optimal at its proposed level and
ing plan are nearly always detrimental, other, the need to stay within the composition; the economic assumption
regardless of the reason nr the cause b,lpark of political preferences of the is that the purchasing power of the
for the change. For the Secretary of Congress. The budget is an economic dollars budgeted will continue at levels
Defense, at the other end of the spec- plan, results of which must help "to assumed, and that levels of expendi-
trum, funding instability ensues from promote maximum employment, pro- tures and revenues forecast by the
actions of the President and the duction, and purchasing power," as budget will, in fact, happen. With
Congress which could, under given cir- prescribed by Public Law 79-304, the those assumptions, the inquiry of this
cumstances, be alleviated by readjust- Employment Act of 1946.5 Within this paper can concentrate on whether or
ment or reallocation among Services or frame of reference, total economic not the changes made by the appropri-
programs. efficiency-macroeconomic policies ation process-budget instability-

For our purposes the definition of promoting maximum employment, affect the efficiency of Department of
budget instability assumes that the production, and purchasing power- Defense operations.
total funding requested from the Con- is more important than efficiencies nar-
gress under any given budget request rowly defined within specific sectors of Is There Budget Instability?
represents an optimal level. While this the economy. Economists and systems Having defined operationally budget
statement may seem naive-one has analysts agree in cautioning against instability, it is necessary to determine
only to read the newspapers 3 to see logical inconsistency: under the procedures to measure it. A few defin-
how proposed budgets do not cover "fallacy of composition," an activity or itions and assumptions become neces-
many much-needed programs-it is, event may be beneficial at the in- sary to set the proper framework for
nevertheless, logically correct within dividual level, but harmful at the the analysis. "Request" and "actual"
the frame of reference of the group or aggregate level. Hence, it is have been defined; to elaborate, "re-
macroeconomic and political "maxi- not always clear at what level cost- quest" is the estimate forwarded by the
mum producibility" frontier facing the benefit analysis should be conducted, Executive to the Congress in the Janu-
Executive Branch. The budget of the or at what level are efficiencies ary budget, even if the estimates were
United States is prepared, as required realized., amended in March or April. Reasons
by the Budget and Accounting Act of The Executive is assumed to have for this stipulation will become clear
1921, by the President and submitted accepted inefficiencies caused by his later, in discussing the mechanism for
to the Congress for appropriation in decreasing DOD budgets because those translating instability into inefficiency.
accordance with Article I, Section 9 of inefficiencies are more than offset by "Constant year FY 1988 dollars,"
the Constitution: their beneficial effect in the total indicates that, throughout this paper,

No money shall be drawn from economy; for example, reduction of the dollar "requests" and "actuals"
the Treasury, but in Conse- the deficit, decrease in interest rates, have been converted, by application of
quence of Appropriations made etc. Validity of this assumption should the pertinent deflators, to their
by Law; and a regular Statement be probed further, but should be the equivalent purchasing power in terms
an Account of the Receipts and province of separate analysis. of Fiscal Year 1988 dollars. 7

Expenditures of all Public Money
shall be Published from time to
time.4
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The paper makes assumptions that
,()3UFS4 Tc.ACT: AL CrAA,G congressional action is the cause of any

350 changes between the budget proposed
1 to the Congress (request) and that

I ultimately executed (actual). This
300 cl assumption is not, acknowledgedly,

L always correct: Budget amendments

250 and supplemental appropriations are
routinely requested by Defense and

.,, other agencies, and reprogrammings
200 ._c] occur within statutory DOD bud-

getary authority, and are included in
150 the "actuals." Since the purpose of the

paper is not to pinpoint responsibility
for budget instability, but to document

100 its existence, extent, and effects,
integrating all pwlh changes into one

50 net change provides, perhaps the best
measurement of instability as it attect,
the individual program or program

0 manager.
071 79 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 mngr

!S(AL ,EAR The first task of this paper is to
RED'IEST •ACTUAL determine the existence and extent of

budget instability in the Department of
Defense. Figure 1 provides a macro-
view of the budget instability problem.
The trend line comparison shows that,

.: .... 7. ;: i, - :, in varying amounts and rates, total
H,{ BUI. (;I budget for the Department of Defense

is changed practically every year. The
trend line shows a veritable roller
coaster in the amounts funded for the

PERCENT OF CHANGE REQUEST OVER ACTUAL Department of Defense. The difference
L,, D6ET E-,.A ,T, between request and actual-budget

0.2 instability as addressed by this
paper-is apparent in the trend line in

0.15 Figure 1, but its magnitude shows more
clearly in the bar chart (Figure 2).

0 1 Congressional action decreased, on
the average, DOD budget requests by

0.05 3 percent during this period, even
though the largest annual decrease was

0 10 percent and the largest increase was
min 13 percent. Figure 3 raises the question

-o05 of whether the Department of Defense
is the appropriate unit of analysis for

-0.1 an inquiry into funding stability in the
military, since its component Services

-0 15 differ greatly. Side-by-side comparison
of the Services' budgets indicates that,

-02 while the general shape of the curve is
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 consistent-corroborating the saying

'a rising tide floats all the boats--the
points and direction of inflection of the
curve are noticeably different in
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various instances. Figures 4 and 5
introduce a different, more provoca-
tive way of assessing budget instabil-

110 itv. In Figure 4, three of the largest

categories o( funding in the Depart-
ment of Defense were plotted in con-

90 stant FY-1988 budget dollars: within a
fluctuating Department of Defense

80 total, major categories or segments of
funding fluctuate more amply, at times

70 in opposite directions.

60 : Figure 5 provides sharper focus on
instability of the budget. Setting again

50 the level of the budget request as the
40 Li : zero in the scale, the bar chart plots the

4percentage change that yearly budget

30 requests experienced during the period
for research and development, pro-

20 curement, and operations and mainte-
nance accounts. The broad swings of

10 the procurement account not only pro-
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 vide empirical evidence of budget in-

stability, but confirm the intuitive ex-
0 O&M PROC 9 R&D pectation that sudden changes in

obligational authority in the Depart-
ment of Defense are more easily ac-
commodated in the procurement ac-
counts than elsewhere.

I)R lI ' I* S PF R J-( 1

Three more charts, this time at the
H , ' !3 A (?ATEG(:C)'O service and commodity level, provide

further insight into distribution and
40 incidence of budget instability. Figures

6, 7, and 8 explor the incidence of
budget instability in the procurement

30 area of the Department of Defense
budget. Figure 6 plots, in constant-year

20 dollars, budget requests and actuals for
the procurement portion of the Depart-
ment of Defense and the Services bud-

10 gets: Figure 7 is a bar chart focusing
on the percentage change that those
requests underwent.8 Figure 8

0 compares the percentage ot change in
the total budget request for the Depart-
ment of Defense, with the percentage

.10 of change for procurement accounts
providing funding for one commodity,

aircraft, for the three Services.
-20

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

D&M inPROC R&D
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Budget instability, in terms of yearly mental, in that rigidities of military or- under the practice If advance procure-
percentage changes to the budget re- ganization and set levels of required ment and the needs ot a production
quest, increases and decreases, is services and maintenance are difficult process that stretches over many years.
depicted in all three charts. The charts to change overnight. Budget instabil- When a sudden reduction occurs.
show that: ity, however, when teamed with long planned activities become excessive or

-The DOD experienced overall rising procurement lead-times and current not enough, thus inefficient, for a con-
budgets for 172-88, but growth was budgetary practices, results in econom- gressionally changed yearly increment
not steady. Budget instability occurred ic inefficiencies in the procurement of of the program; inefficiencies are corn-
during rising and declining years; and weapon systems. The long duration of pounded by' need to adjust back within
only rarely did budget actuals approx- the production process for items like a short period after appropriation.10
imate their corresponding requests. aircraft and ships, and the budgetary Strategies for coping may be different.

conventions of full funding advance but the problem is basically the same
-Budget instability is more pro- procurement, cause short-notice whether funds are reduced by the Ap-
nounced in the procurement segment changes in funding to affect negative- propriations Committees or the quan-
of the DOD budget; and within thi- ly nearly irreversible production pro- tity of the weapons systems to be pro-
category, Services experienced varia- cesses and actions. cured is reduced bv law: I It i,,
tion regarding percentages and timing Changes in funding affect projected unplanned change, not its source, thatto theirintabilit sanimn
-C hairnstablity. (budgeted) outputs in three related but affects production and costs.
-Changes at the appropriation level separate ways. First, changing the Inefficient procurement processes
ranged from an 80 percent decrease in dollars changes the output in an should be reflected in increases in the
the Army appropriation to a 45 per- arithmetic fashion; viewed this unit cost of the weapon systems at-
cent increase in Army and Air Force simplistic way, changes are efficiency- fected by the change in funding. %lea-
aircraft procurement appropriations, neutral. Reducing the quantity, how- suring monetary value of inefficiencies
While not coming from a statistically ever, becomes inefficient in a propor- is tricky. There are at least five corn-
valid sample, rates of change for the tion related to economic factors like monly used ways of looking at the cost
three appropriations shown in Figure fixed and variable elements of produc- of DOD weapon systems, resulting in
8 provide an illuminating view of the tion, hence, incurring inefficiencies as as many versions of their unit cost, and
extent of budget instability at the economies of scale disappear. Increas- each is impacted differently by
appropriation level. The fact that the ing the quantity may have one of Lwo changes. Basic building block of the
rate of change differs not only among antithetical effects; which one results procurement appropriation is the P- I
appropriations dealing with the same in a given case depends on the circum- line for that weapon system. But,
commodity across the Services, but stances surrounding it. If increased dividing total dollars of its yearly
between this commodity and the rest quantities may be accommodated budget request into the number of
of the procurement in the same Ser- within existing fixed-production fac- weapon systems procured may give an
vice, seems to indicate that severe and tors, unit cost may be decreased in- inaccurate unit cost. The reason is that
widespread funding instability exists in creasing efficiency of the process. In a funding for any given year s weapon
the acquisiiion of Department of De- different situation, production of the system (at least the most complex and
fense weapons systems. increased quantity may require in- costly, the fighter and attack aircraft,

creases to the fixed factors of produc- the nuclear submarines and the de-
How Is Budget Instability tion (plant, tooling, or training more stroyers and tanks) comes from 2 and.
Inefficient? workers). In this case, the result would in man, instances, from 3 or 4

From this discussion, it is apparent be increased unit costs in the year the years. 1
2

that budget instability occurs more increase takes place. If the increased How material this inaccuracy is
markedly in the procurement appro- quantity is maintained in subsequent depends on the use this unit cost will
priations: hence, its impact-if it years, efficiency of the process would be put to. For a stud, dealing with
exists- ill be felt more heavily in the be improved in the long run; but if it total program cost, unit costs derived
efficiency of the acquisition of weapon is later cut back to the previous levels, in this fashion may be acceptable, as
systems. Haphazard funding changes inefficiencies caused by short-run in- differences during the years tend to
in categories such as military person- creases would be compounded by in- cancel each other. For a study concen-
nel or operations are intuitively detri- efficiencies caused by the subsequent trating on those differences, however.

decrease. average P-I cost may be ot little use
Related, but independent of these and even misleading, as difference,

economic factors, is the effect of plan- among advance procurement, prior
ning error. Personnel are hired, year, and advance procurement, cur-
materials bought, processes started rent year may be larger than differ-

ences resulting from marginal inetti-
ciencies in production. In the analhsis
here, weapons system cost has been
used.
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On the axerage, how does the unit Difficulties of accurately measuring annualized. Hence, even the weapon
cost of weapon systems react to budget the impact of budget instability on the system unit cost used in this analysis
instability? To provide insight, unit procurement programs do not end is a poor proxy for the flyaway/sail-
cost behavior of several maior wea- with those tentative findings. The away'/rollaway unit cost that, accord-
pons systems was obtained, and data budget request total in 1990 was ing to the hypothesis-and widespread
correlated with the incidence of budget $3012.1 million for the 150 F-16 air- consensus-should fluctuate in re-
instability at the total Department of crift. This amount was intended to sponse to economic factors of marginal
Defense procurement funding level cover more .nan the cost of the aircraft efficicncy of production. As mention-
(Figure 9). Unfortunately, and clearly, as they rolled out of the production ed, more study is required to provide
results are inconclusive. Smallness of line and were accepted by the govern- empirical evidence of instability-gen-
the sample used, and heterogeneity of ment. The budget request for that erated inefficiencies in procure-
its composition-heterogeneity in this fiscal year included funding for non- ment.
case does not equate to representative recurring engineering and support, Further and more rigorous analysis
randomness--cast doubts regarding neither of which is related to the of the effect of budget instability on the
their validity. 13 The study needs to be airplane production of that fiscal year. o s e uit of curste ap on te
enlarged and made more systematic Typically, non-recurring flyaway/ ist per unit of our weapons systems
before these conclusions can be con- engineering will support airplanes of is being prsued by staff researchers of
sidered final. In spite of these short- the future; support will fund airplanes the Defense Systems Management Col-
comings, a provocative, counter- procured in the past. There are varia- lege. Results of this research wo. be
intuitive pattern seems to emerge from tions and nuances in the types of sup- Published soon.
the data: decre:" c-induced instability port, and in its purposes, all related to
seems at tinc , to increase inefficiency: the aircraft but not necessarily that-
increase-induced instability seems to year aircraft. The point to be made is
decrease inefficiency. When the pro- that funding requested in the non-
curement budget authority requested recurring and support accounts is not
by the Department of Defense was de- a function of the number of weapon
creased in fiscal 1983-87, the average systems procured: budgetary guidance
unit cost of the weapon systems ac- requires requirements for the aircraft
quired also decreased: when the bud- to be fully funded, while requirements
getary process increased the budget re- for support and non-recurring are
quest in fiscal 1081-82, average unit
cost decreased comparatively little.
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CONGRESS PERCENT MARK VS GNP
AND DOD PERCENT CHANGE

35

30

Economics, Politics, and Instability 25

Attempts to correlate budget in-
stability to economic and budgetary , 20

indicators failed to show significant 15
correlation. Changes to the budget
during the appropriation process do 0 10
not seem to respond to increases or _
decreases in the requests for total DOD W 5
budget or the DOD procurement bud-
get. Neither does correlation appear in 0 I'm
comparing change in the budget re- -5
quest with change in macroeconomic
indicators such as the gross national -10
product or the size of the deficit. Figure
10 depicts results of one attempt at -15
correlation. 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

What then prompts the Congress to
change budgets and programs around, - GNP CHG M CONG MARK a DOD CHG

if neither changes in the budget nor the
economy seem related to them? A
hypothesis not contradicted by the Defense or President could reprogram higher costs is widely bilieved, but not
evidence would hold that the Congress funding among accounts if changes clearly supported by evidence gathered
does react to macroeconomic or bud- were demonstrably inefficient and so far. If budget instability is to be
getary imperatives, but only when costly. prevented, it has to be clearly shown
those imperatives are translated into as being wasteful:ib The Congress and
piblic opinion and constituency- It has been assumed the procure- as bic aeuh sTe inghang
concern issues. Logically, budget in- ment budget as presented to the Con- the public have to see it in that light.

stability as defined in this paper Lan be gress was optimal; but, from the on-ya in sity b t lon-
prevented by a political understanding perspective of the Congress the pro- ion-similar in intensity b t longer
whereby the DOD procurement bud- curement budget may not be optimal, lasting than the Reagan "m, date"-

get presented by the President is con- either in total amount, composition, or congronal change of nie-
sidered optimal by the Congress and relationship to the civilian sector of the congressional change of n i d re-
appropriated as presented. "Unfortu- budget. After all, the Congress has the quired.' 7 Acceptance of what ,uld be
nately, the prerequisites for this undisputed power "to raise and sup- considered yeaindexingroenDOste u-
strategy, including political consensus port Armies.. .Iand] to provide and ing to the yearly 2 percent stea. real
on what constitutes sufficient military maintain a Navy."'- Realistically, the growth that the Department of Deense
expenditures, do not exist." 14 Ap- Congress will normally continue to long-rangeforcastshave built intothe

proval of the request in toto appears evaluate estimates and make changes wide-based congressional and public
contrary to the essence of our political according to its priorities. In the same suppirt.
soul, the separation of powers. Frag- vein, the likelihood of more extensive support.'

mentation of power among congres- (over the already existing) reprogram- It is important that the negative im-

sional committees indicates the near ming authority is small. After the Nix- pact of budget instability be quantiti-

impossibility of achieving unanimity, on impoundment battles, and the con- ably identified: A clear and convinc-

which many would call subservience tinuing argument regarding line-item ing exposition of associated inefficien-

to the President. Obviously, minimal veto, the prospects are not cies should generate some support to

changes would have minimal impacts; encouraging. alleviate, if not preclude, its negative

but, as hypothesized, changes to the Conclusions impact.

plan would bring inefficiencies of scale This paper provides the budget

or planning errors, even if minimal. That budget instability related to the background at the aggregate level. I
Another way of preventing instability budget appropriation process exists hope that further, and in-progress
in the procurement account would be seems supported by the evidence; that research will provide additional em-
for the Congress to make changes this instability is translated into inef- pirical evidence at the weapon-system
without prejudice: The Department of ficiencies of production that result in level.
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NEEDED CHANGES
IN WEAPONS TESTING i. Jacques S. Gansler

he last few years have seen a dramatic shift in the Next Generation
perception of the purpose of test and evaluation

(T&E) in the development of America's weapons systems.
This change of emphasis has had extremely adverse effects Unfortunately, like the overall DOD budget, T&E
in schedule, cost, and performance. It is time to return the resources are likely to be further strained by the next genera-
focus of T&E from an "auditing" function to the original
objective of contributing to the timely delivery of high- systems will require higher accuracy, smaller size, longer
quality, cost-effective weapon systems. range, etc., characteristics that will demand additional fundsto adequately test and evaluate them. Yet, these funds are

This need for change comes from two overriding Depart- not likely to be made available! Thus, the United States is
ment of Defense budget problems. First, the Department of going to have to do something different in the T&E area.
Defense (DOD) is faced with a $400 billion annual planned
program and a $300 billion annual budget. With a projected To begin this required change, it is essential we reestablish
"level" (at best) future defense budget and individual weapon the real purpose of testing. In recent years, T&E has become
costs continuing to grow (from a B-B costing more than a product unto itself. Rather, it must return to its original
$200 million each to a B-2 costing more than $500 million purpose of being a critical contributor to the overall acquisi-
each), the problem is going to get worse. tion process of new weapon systems-an aid in the devel-

opment of top-quality and affordable military equipment.
Second, there is a whole new generation of weapon The Congress, the Government Accounting Office, the

systems that must be developed and deployed to keep media and others have been stressing, almost to exclusion,
America's technological edge; these range from ceramic the quantity of testing done immediately before production
tanks, through plastic airplanes, to zero-miss-distance, long- of a weapon, and the independence of those performing the
range missiles and space-based defense systems, all very ex- weapons' tests. Notice that this emphasis is effectively on
pensive, yet needed. Clearly, the budgetary crisis is going the auditing role of testing, rather than its developmental
to force DOD to do things differently. contribution. Instead, the emphasis in the T&E area must

These overall DOD problems are mirrored directly into be balanced to ensure there is sufficient focus on the quali-
the T&E world. It is generally recognized that our T&E ty of testing, in finding problems that need correcting and
resources are inadequate. We haven't been making needed the early timing of testing. The overall intent should be that
investments for adequately testing weapons now in develop- of testing as a necessary and vital element within the
ment and nearing deployment (from space-based systems development process, and the "earlier the better."
through submunitions). Nor has the United States made in-
vestments required to realistically simulate the full threat Four specific actions would aid in the needed redirection
environment, especially of enemy forces rather than in- of weapons test and evaluation. First, there must be recogni-
dividual weapons. Finally, the nation has not made in- tion that the required new direction in product development,
vestments required to provide adequate numbers of weapons in civilian and military sectors, is toward an integrated pro-
for tests to demonstrate boundaries of weapons' capabili- cess; one that links engineering, manufacturing and support.
ties. In fact, the rising unit costs of advanced weapons have The so-called concurrent engineering initiative within the
resulted in the perverse situation that the more complex (and Department of Defense is clear evidence of this DOD shift.
expensive) a new system is, the less we can afford to test The Japanese have been using such an integrated process
it and, therefore, to explore its problems and operational for some time, and U.S. "world class" suppliers have been
utility.
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rapidly shifting in this direction. No tionally useful. Thus, we must do
more can DOD afford to have inde- much more testing, including opera-
pendent stove pipes in each specialty, tional, with prototypes; and these tests
and this must apply equally well to must realistically simulate advanced
T&E. The development process is in- enemy threats likely to be seen during
herently full of surprises, and T&E the tim, c weapons deployment
must be part of the team finding them (rather than simply showing that our
and correcting them, in the early advanced system works against their
phases of a product's development, current system). Testing prototypes,
The T&E must not be viewed as a before commitment to full-scale
"pass/fail final exam!" The current development and production, is an ex-
congressional concept of some inde- tremely cost-effective time for testing.
pendent testers standing off and watch- If adequate testing is done before
ing the development process for 8 detailed design of the system, the
years, and then seeing if the new prod- quality, usefulness, and robustness can
uct "works" before putting it into pro- be designed into the weapon system.
duction, is the wrong concept and This is far more inexpensive than
unaffordable. testing it into the system later on, and

Additionally, it is critically impor- redesigning the system or scrapping it.

tant that everyone recognize that it is Notice that in this concept of pro-

only when a system fails under a test system are, and that these are subse- totype test and evaluation, the role of
that anything new is actually learned. quently corrected and the system con- the T&E community is less one of veto

tinuously improved. In this way, T&E power than one of helping in the early
A development process is intended to becomes part of the development performance-versus-cost trade-offs.
have failures. It is the only way we will team, serving developer and user. The T&E personnel, developmental
be able to develop a product that will While we have been stressing indepen- and operational testing people, will
will be able to do its military job when dence of testing, the true purpose of help determine which aspects of the
deployedabin th foitsieliur e e contributing to the design and develop- design are necessary and which are
deployed in the field under extreme ment of the weapon system itself has nice-to-have, with the latter being
are sressul con sIed a"scs," eaus been pushed aside, amenable to affordability trade-offs.are recognized as "successes," because

of what we learn from them in order The third needed change in the T&E
to improve the product, greater hones- Emphasis and Purpose world is in direct response to the high
ty can be introduced into the T&E pro- The second needed change is a shift cost of sophisticated weapon systems
cess. Surely no one, least of all military in emphasis and purpose of weapons and the high cost of test range in-
personnel who will have to use the prototyping. No longer can the nation strumentation for these advanced
system in wartime, want to deploy a afford to use prototypes solely for systems. As an alternative, the T&E
weapon that doesn't work, Thus, the answering technical feasibility ques- world must learn to make greater use
concern must be with assuring that suf- tions. The proposed weapons must be of advanced computing technology.
ficient failures occur during testing to demonstrated to be affordable in the This is an extremely cost-effective
determine where weak spots in the quantities required, and to be opera- direction in which to move. The state-
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of-the-art of advanced computers, in- -Perform operational testing on pro-
cluding parallel processors and ad- totyptes, particularly as an aid in the
vanced display systems, offers enor- cost performance trade-offs required
mous potential to the T&E world; for -Make far greater use of advanced
example, in pre-test encounter predic- computing technology in the T&E
tion, hardware in the loop simulations, world
evaluation of software-intensive weap-
ons systems, and computer-based ex- -Significantly increase emphasis on
pert systems for test data analysis. quality, versus low cost, in the people
Because of the high cost of live testing involved in T&E, both on the govern-
for many advanced weapon systems, ment and industry sides.
the limited testing must essentially be Refocusing
used to verify computer models. That To achieve these changes and get
clearly means the models have to be maximum effect will require refocus-
better and more inclusive than they are
today. This will require spending ing on the proper definition of test andadded research and development evaluation from a product of its own
money in this area and will have to be (a pass/fail final exam), to an essentialdone outside normal weapon system element of the acquisition process. Thisbdgneotsine nindivual weapon involvement must go from the front-b udgets, since an ind ivid ual w eapo nen of a w p n d v l p m tth ug
system will not be willing to develop end of a weapon development through
generic, computer-based simulations. post-production product upgrades. In
Separate line-items should, therefore, each phase, it is quality of the testingbe established (something initiated and the early timing of testing that
within the past year) ani adequate must receive greater emphasis. It is notbudgets set aside for these extremely that the quantity and independence ofcost-effective efforts. testing is irrelevant but, rather, thatthere must be a far greater balance to

the current overemphasis on the audit-
Quality and Experience ing function of testing.

Finally, the fourth necessary shift, The coming years are going to be ex-
and the one absolutely required to tremely difficult for the Department of
make any improvements in T&E effec- Defense from fiscal and technical
tive, is a greater emphasis on the quali- tax accountant, or a heart surgeon, we points of view. Creativity and ability
ty and experience of people in the T&E don't look for the lowest hourly rate to make changes will be critical. The
area. Experienced and trained people, because we recognize the impact that T&E world can either be an obstacle
government and industry, are required their quality can have on the results, to these required changes or a critical
to match sophistication of the new Why should we not apply similar logic part in their achievement. For the lat-
weapon systems and of the advanced to the critical job of testing and ter to happen, a refocusing of the ob-
T&E instrumentation equipment. We evaluating our billions of dollars worth jectives and emphasis in the T&E area
cannot test smart weapons with either of advanced weapon systems? is clearly required and must be initiated
government or contractor people pur- In the defense weapons acquisition now.
chased at the lowest hourly rate. It's business, we must eliminate the pro-
a gross mismatch! We need technical- curement concept of "technically-
ly qualified professionals and we must acceptable, low-bid wins." A world )r. Gamir is Senim" Vice Prsident ofthe
recognize we will have to pay for class company wouldn't use it; the Analytic Sciences (inpountion. A finmer
them. It's the only way to get the best Japanese wouldn't use it; and the DOD l)eputv Assistant Secirtarv oflI)cfense and
value for government money. A few can no longer afford it. "Continuous afin'er clectronics indlus, executfir, he
dollars invested in higher quality, more product improvement" at continuously authored "The l)efrnse industr'" (OIT
experienced people can save millions lower life-cycle cost is clearly the wave Pprss, 1980) and "A ffidht I)eftnse"
or billions of dollars in the effec- of the future, and America's weapons (MI7Pirss, 1989). Heisa.ficul.,menbe"
tiveness of the T&E work performed acquisition process must get with it. oatheKenndy Schoolof(;n ment, Hat-
on the advanced weapon system s. ti U ni dirv. Tb s n t emat e H ar-

When we buy T&E engineering sup- In conclusion, four significant rani Unirrsitv. This and other materials

port services at $7.29 an hour (which changes can have a dramatic impact on ar bcinq suppiied to ko , acquisition officials

the DOD did on one occasion last growing T&E and weapons acquisiton in the w,, Administntion as background

year), we get exactly what we pay for, resource problems. Specifically in the fi" sernl seminais bciiy7 conducted bi, the

You don't get creativity or quality pro- T&E area, we must: livctornent Round Table.

fessionals by buying them "cheap." -Assure that T&E is fully integrated
When we look for a defense lawyer, a into the acquisiton process
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WHAT PROCESSES DO YOU OWN?
HOW ARE THEY DOING?

Robert D. Aaron

uring the 1800s, Adam Smith and Charles Babbage One foremost authority on these contemporary concepts,
D represented the highest level of knowledge in Bill Conway, described them as a paradigm shift in think-

industrial maragement from which the concept of division ing. As an example of a paradigm shift in thinking, Mr. Con-
of labor was popularly employed in production organiza- way uses this example: "When Columbus discovered that
tions. During the early 1900s, Frederick W. Taylor, Frank the world was round, not flat as most people believed, a
B. and Lillian Gilbreth, and Henry L. Gnatt significantly paradigm shift in thinking was required."
added to the existing knowledge on management of manu- It is important to note that these management paradigms
facturing organizations. are not necessarily new, merely recognized as commonly

Time study, job design, personnel selection and training employed in the more successful organizations. Exactly what
were among the areas to which Taylor made major these management paradigms for the next century are is the
contributions, subject of this paper.

The Gilbreths contributed results from studies in motion
and developed effective research techniques for motion Department of Defense
study. In the Department of Defense, we call these new concepts

Gnatt is well known for the Gnatt Chart, still a commonly Total Quality Management (TQM), a management process
used production control device for loading and scheduling aimed at continuously improving processes. It involves
work on machines. everything DOD does, produces or procures. Total Quali-

Where are we now? As we approach the 21st century, two ty Management combines contemporary recognitions in

noteworthy American names often are referenced. Tom behavior sciences, fundamental management principles, and

Peters and Dr. W. Edwards Deming. Peters is the author a theme for quality and customer focus. The concept that

and co-author of best selling management books, his latest quality is profitable and leads to increased productivity is

entitled "Thriving on Chaos - Handbook for a Management an underlining principle supported by many case studies.

Revolution." Revolution is a key word. The following 10 TQM principles are presented as a brief
outline of an expanded definition of TQM:

Dr. Deming is most popular for his contribution to iC

Japanese industrial success and recently has found a receiv- 1. Constancy of Purpose and Mission

ing ear from the Department of Defense. Dr. Deming often 2. Commitment to Quality

is referred to as "The Father of the Third Wave of the 3. Customer Focus

Industrial Revolution." Again, we hear the word 4. Process Orientation
"revolution." 5. Continuous Improvement

6. Systems Centered Managemcnt

Popularity of the last two authors is due to the need of Manageme Ce tese ngement

new management approaches as markets become more Management Creates the Environment by:

diversified, more competitive and global; products and ser- 7. Investment in Knowledge
vices of those products become more complex; and 8. Teamwork
customers become more demanding. Peters and Deming re- 9. Structure the Organization
spond with specific methodologies, tools and concepts that 10. Total Involvement/ Participation (Empowering
any producer of goods or services can use to satisfy Employees with Ownership).
customers, improve response of their organizations, and While some of the concepts are easily understood, others
reduce costs. are difficult to perceive immediately. Five most important

It must be recognized that with each new century new and difficult (to understand) elements of the expanded defini-
management approaches were necessary for the advance- tion have been selected to be the subject of this paper for
ment of successful organizations whether they be producers, the purpose of conveying the paradigm shift in thinking and
providers of services, or both. connecting these concepts in a unified thought. They are:
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-Mission Statement ing of customer needs and facilitates due to the direct involvement of the
-Policy Deployment Structure greater customer satisfaction and/or member in product process and policy
-Process Definition development of new markets. This development. Long-term relationships
-Process Evaluation message must be constantly reaffirmed built into these teams foster trust,
-Continuous Process Improvement. in everything we do. As an example of faith, and support among members

As you read through this explana- constant reaffirmation of the quality and between teams. Another signifi-

tion, recognize how goals and mission theme of an organization, con-ider car, benefit of teaming is that any

of the organization are represented by repetition of the mission statement member can and may be a leader. This

processes of the organization. You will during meetings. Mission statements is especially useful when a team

recognize interdependency between may be as short as a few sentences, leader's energies wane. Individuals and

elements of the TQM definition, never more than a page or two. teams as a whole have a good feeling
Lower level organizational com- knowing where they fit in the overall

Mission Statement. Top manage- ponents develop their own mission structure, process, and mission of the

ment is responsible for articulating the statements that support the top-level organization (see Figure 1, left side).

mission statement, for directing ac- mission statement through the policy The Quality Management Board
tivities to fulfill the mission statement, deployment structure. (QMB) or Executive Steering Group
and for continuous modeling of TQM (ESG) membership is permanent and
behavior in everything they do. The Policy Deployment Structure. The includes high-level members of the
mission statement conveys objectives policy deployment structure is the organization. It is responsible for the
of the organization as developed from organizational structure that conveys organization's quality, develops quali-
raison detre, constancy of purpose. the mission statement (exceptional ty measurements for achieving
The mission statement will include quality goals, and the objective of customer satisfaction, and promotes
things like the overall mission of the customer satisfaction) throughout the strategic plans for improving quality
organization, the desire for exceptional organization. The structure begins of present and future products and
quality of products or services, and the with the top-management team which
level of customer satisfaction to be establishes quality management
pursued. Levels of quality must be boards, and process action teams The Process Action Team (PAT)

defined. For example, there is excep- (sometimes called process improve- develops its process for achieving its

tional quality, expected quality and ment teams or many other names), goals and maintaining a continuous

poor quality. Exceptional quality is the Whatever the name, there is a link-pin improvement process (CIP). It must

product trait that gets customers so ex- arrangement from top management to develop the critical and quality

cited about the product or service that the lowest level in the organization. measurements for the processes it

they constantly brag about the product This is structured by team leaders of owns. It is usually permanent, and the

or service. The underpinning concept lower-level teams as members of team may own one or more processes.

is exceptional quality maintains pre- higher-level teams. Members of this There may be several PATs in an

sent customers and develops new structure are selected directly from organization.

customers. An incessant relationship product/process teams, thus avoiding The mission statement is deployed
between the organization and the a separate policy organization. This through these teams and boards, from
customer promotes clearer understand- structure improves policy development hign itveis ot the organization through
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CUSTOMER CUSTOMER CUSTOMER CUSTOMER

OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS
F/B

-VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER = VOICE OF THE PROCESS

-DETERMINISTIC VS PROBABILISTIC

the lowest level organizational teams responsible for (whether it be one or your next meeting, ask each indi-
which own processes. It is imperative several) and that if you can't measure vidual: What is the process under dis-
that each and every team and board it, it must not have any usefulness cussion now (ask for it to be written
recognize its counterpart teams as (value). (See the bottom right of Figure down) and exactly what step in the
customers and satisfy them as well. 1.) process are we evaluating?
This concept is often referred to as Feedback is necessary to quantify
knowing the organization's internal Process Definition. As indicated ec cess ry toquantis ysuccess and quality of the process.
customers as well as the external above, every team owns one or more
customers. The mission statement for processes. Within an organization, the Process definition is often referred to
the organization must be clearly customer is the next process. The goal as flow charting.
understood at all levels in the organiza- here is for the team to achieve the Process Evaluation. Each team is
tion from highest to lowest levels, for Voice of the Customer equal to Voice responsible for evaluating the pro-
the organization to respond to this of the Process. This goal is also pre- cesses it owns from a system-wide
concept. sented as the system approach of perspective. In the example above,

There may be cross-functional reduction of variability between out- evaluation of the 120 process steps
teams, as well as specialized teams, put of one process and the requirement revealed that approximately 70 steps
Membership on these teams is tem- of the next process. This reduction of actually added value and were ger-
porary or permanent and functions are variability is improved upon to mane to the overall goal of the process.

cross-functional or special as required achieve customer satisfaction. In The other 50 were non-value added
on unique projects. Figure 2, only in the final steps (be- steps. Removal of the non-value steps

tween steps 3 and 4) of the process do improves quality by eliminating waste
Process Orientation outputs equal requirements. in the overall process. It allows clearer

A process orientation includes pro- As an example of the difficulty of focus on the essential steps, and it
cess definition, process evaluation, and process definition, the following exam- reduces cost of the overall process.
continuous process improvement. At ple was provided by Bill Sherkenback, Revealing the visibility of critical steps
one time, manufacturing organizations the TQM consultant who was princi- in a process allows further analysis of
recognized the usefulness of document- pally responsible for implementation cost and effectiveness trade-offs of
ing each step of an operation and label- of TQM at Ford Motor Co., and is those critical and costly steps of the
ing the aggregate a process. The now working with General Motors. He process. Find the word value in
paradigm here is for management to points to a figure that has more than eVALUation to enlighten the notion of
recognize that systems and organiza- 120 steps on it and states that the com- value added and non-value added
tions are so complex and diversified, pany which owned this process took steps.
it is necessary for management to util- 6 months merely to define it. This dif-
ize a documented process approach ficulty of identifying and defining pro-
and new process evaluation tools for cesses is typical at the inception of
gaining optimal effectiveness and effi- TQM in an organization. Another way
ciencies. The following discussion is to to recognize how often the significance
help management recognize that it of this step is overlooked and under-
must document the processes it is estimated is to do the following. In
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Value also refers to quantifiable Another VALUE to consider is pro- prove your home? Of course not. So,
knowledge. Quantitative feedback cess ownership by a team. Team own- as managers we must delegate respon-
allows us to examine the success and ership of processes is an important sibility of continuous improvement to
quality of our process. Remember, if behavior science concept integrated in- the owners of the process. Employee/
you can't measure it, it probably has to TQM. Ownership of processes eli- team ownership of processes provides
no value. The basic tools (see Figure cits positive employee responses like job control that leads to job satisfac-
3) and the Plan-Do-Check-Act pride of workmanship, job control, job tion. Just as we continuously improve
(PDCA) cycle (see Figure 4) are tools satisfaction, a customer focus, a mis- our homes, we as teams, and our em-
that facilitate the evaluation of pro- sion statement focus, and an incentive ployees as teams will improve pro-
cesses and system-wide activities, for continuous improvement. Teams cesses.
Quantification eliminates arguments and their members have a good feel- The acid test is this: In your next
concerning whose fault a problem may ing owning a process. meeting, separate each individual and
be, or whether the steps in the process ask what process each was working on
have value or not. Quantification of Continuous Improvement Process in the meeting and what are the pro-
the problem combined with the sup- Employee ownership of processes is cess steps. Would they agree? That
portive environment of a team allows

necessary to obtain maximum im- would be the process definition
resolution of the problem without provement. Using the feedback and verification. Then, you could say:
finger-pointing. (An additional seven- quantification tools allows us to focus "Show me how and what you're do
management tools offering is par- on significant cost and quality steps in ing to improve those processes."
ticularly useful for administrative and the process (See Figure 5). As an ex- As a manager, you have just em-
service applications.) ample of the dedication required of As a ersonne t em-

manaemen to mplyee wnerhip powered your personnel to do totalmanagement to employee ownership quality management. The steps of this

of processes, consider the ownership of final paragraph just made you the

your home. You improve your home "One Minute TQM Manager."

continuously by painting, redeco-

rating, adding new carpet, cutting
grass, buying new appliances, etc. But,
would you expect your neighbor to im- Mr. Anvi is the l)eput. , )i' tn' of'the

Csc Cmnbat l)irectoratc, O'TEA.
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USE OF "PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT' CYCLE

EFFECTIVENESS STATE GOAL

IMPLEMENT IDENTIFY
PROCESS - SIGNIFICANT
CHANGES PROCESSES

EVALUATE IDENTIFY

ANALYZE PROCESS POSSIBLE CAUSES

COLLECT DATA 
OF QUALITY

DEVELOP DATA
COLLECTION
STRATEGY

- ,, ~ 1'N 41f .1F (.K- A ,T' (- YlL'

THE SHEWHART CYCLE
(Deming, 1986)

ACT ON WHAT PLAN A CHANGE
WAS LEARNED OR TEST

CARRY OUT
OBSERVE THE EKTHE CHANGE OR
EFFECTS OF THE - TEST, PREFERABLY
CHANGE OR TEST ON A SMALL SCALE

5. REPEAT STEP 1, WITH NEW KNOWLEDGE.

6. REPEAT STEP 2, AND ONWARD.
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Dr. Owen C. Gadeken

W hat characteristics distinguish DOD's best ac- identity of the groups was kept confidential: neither the in-
quisition program managers? The Defense Sys- terviewers or interviewees were given this information.

tems Management College (DSMC) sought the answer to The interviews generated 217 critical situations involv-
this question in a recently completed study which identified ing the program managers. Situations described most fre-
the competencies (technical expertise, management and quently were contracting (47), personnel management (31),
leadership skills) possessed by a select group of program test and evaluation (26), and budgeting and funds manage-
managers from the Service acquisition commands. The study ment (19). The interview transcripts were analyzed and then
was based on the premise that the best way to find out what systematically coded to identify distinguishing characteristics
it takes to be a good program manager is to analyze the job's exhibited by the program managers. These specific behaviors
outstanding performers and identify what they do that were grouped into related categories and given descriptive
makes them so effective. The study included in-depth in- names by the research group. This constituted the
terviews with program managers and a follow-on survey preliminary competency model.
of acquisition professionals. An earlier Program Manager
article outlined the job competency assessment process used Since the interview sample was relatively small, a follow-
in the study and its theoretical base.1 This article presents on survey was conducted to validate the competency model
study findings and recommendations. and test its relevance to a broader group of acquisition pro-

fessionals. The written survey required participants to
Study Methodology prioritize separate lists of competencies and acquisition

knowledge areas and indicate in which areas they most
The interview sample consisted of 56 program managers needed training.

and deputy program managers from the Army, Navy, and
Air Force acquisition commands. This sample included ma- Program Manager Competency Model
jor and non-major programs, and programs in each phase The final program manager competency model is
of the acquisition life cycle. displayed in Figure 1. Competencies were grouped by fac-

Two groups of program managers were selected for in- tor analysis; i.e., those tending to occur together in the in-
terviews: a group of outstanding performers and a con- terview data. Competency names and descriptions are listed
trasting group of effective (6r more typical) performers. below:
Nominations were received from the program executive 1. Sense of Ownership/Mission. Sees self as responsible
officer (PEO) level in each Service. In addition, a competen- for the program; articulates problems or issues from broader
cy assessment survey, completed on each nominee by several organizational or mission perspective.
peers and subordinates, was used to clarify the final nomina-
tion categories. The two groups were used to identify com- 2. Political Awareness. Knows who influential players are,
petency requirements of program managers (those shared what they want and how best to work with them.
by both groups) and competencies that distinguish the 3 Relationship Development. Spends time and energy get-
outstanding performers from their contemporaries. The ting to know program sponsors, users and contractors.
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FIGURE 1. PROGRAM MANAGER COMPtI'E NC Y MOI)EL

* 1 Sense of Ownership/Mission 10. Long-term Perspective
* 2. Political Awareness 11. Focus on Excellence
* 3. Relationship Development 12. Innovativeness/Initiative
* 4. Strategic Influence 13, Optimizing
* 5. Interpersonal Assessment 14. Systematic Thinking

6. Assertiveness

15. Action Orientation

7. Managerial Orientation 16. Proactive Information Gathering

8. Results Orientation *Competencies which distinguish outstanding

9. Critical Inquiry from effective program managers (at p < .03)
based on frequency of demonstration

4. Strategic Influence. Builds coali- 14. Systematic Thinking. Organizes As an example of Sense of Owner-
tions and orchestrates situations to and analyzes problems methodically. ship Mission, a program manager
overcorne obstacles and obtain described his frustration at being
support. 15. Action Orientation. Reacts to potentially frozen out of a key- problems energetically and with a meig

5. Interpersonal Assessment. Iden- pes eergecy a meeting:

tifies specific interests, motivations, sense of urgency. Why did I want to get involved
strengths and weaknesses of others. 16. Proactive Information Gathering. in the treaty? The reason is that

0. Assertiveness. Takes or maintains Systematically collects and reviews it affected mv system. I am in

positions despite anticipated resistence information, charge of the full systems man-

or opposition from influential others. agement. That is my system. You
better talk to me. If you won't

7. Managerial Orientation. Gets Further analysis of the interview talk to me. I will kick down your
work done through the efforts of data revealed that the subgroup of door. If you throw me out, Iwill
others, outstanding program managers scored go find somebody else or I wili

8. Results Orientation. Evaluates significantly higher on six of the com- come in your back door. I am
performance in terms of accomplishing petencies. These are coded ( in Figure responsible for this system.
specific goals or meeting specific 1. All but one of these competencies Another program manager used
standards. relate to managing the external Strategic Influence to gain support for

Critical Inquiry. Explores critical environment.S acuisition strategy:

issues that are not being explicitly On first cut, it would appear these I finally recognized that I needed
addressed by others. results imply that the best program heavy hitters with more influence

10. l.ong-Term Perspective. Antici- managers are the strongest program and authority than I had, so I got
pates and plans for future issues and advocates or even salesmen. Program a meeting with the program ex-
problems. manager advocacy without regard for ecutive office, the head of pro-

11. Focus on Excellence. Strives for the technical merits of the program is curement, mvstaff, an attorney

the highest standards regardless of an historic flaw in the acquisition pro- advisor, the Army's contract

circumstances, cess, now strongly discouraged by policy expert. In other words, I
policy.' While advocacy appears in had to go in there and literally

12. Innovativeness Initiative. Cham- the data, it is far from the central stack the deck in terms ot in-
pions and pushes new ways of meeting theme distinguishing the outstanding tluence and independent repre-
program requirements,. program managers: building and sentatives who would Votuch tor

13. Optimizing. Makes decisions after maintaining ettective evtrnal working what I had said.
carefully evaluating advantages and relationships to resolve significant pro-
disadvantages. gram is,,ues.
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FIGURE 2. SURVEY VALIDATION OF
PROGRAM MANAGER COMPETENCIES

Program Other Acq. None of the competencies were em-
Competencies Managers Professionals phasized for additional training (based

(N =128) (N 225) on the 33 percent threshold used in
Figure 3). The most requested was in-
terpersonal assessment at 22 percent.
Several factors may have contributed

Sense of Ownership/Mission 1 17 to this result. The program mana:,er,
and acquisition professionals were not

Long-term Perspective 2 22 aware of this study which identified
the competencies as being critical to ,f-

Managerial Orientation 3 21 fective performance. They may lack
Political Awareness 4 18 objective evaluation of their competer.-

cies or assume they possess them by
Optimizing 5 2 virtue of their managerial experience

or professional education. Finally, they
may perceive such competencies as
natural talents and therefore not
trainable. Further analysis is needed to

Professionalism 23 1 clarify this result.

(Technical Expertise) Summary of Findings

I. Sixteen competencies were identified
from program manager interviews and

Several subcategories of interview Acquisition Knowledge Areas confirmed by a follow-on survey.

participants were compared. However, As part of the survey, respondents II. Six of these competencies, based
minimal differences were found in were asked to ran t he importance of on frequency, most differentiated
competencies across the Services, pro- acquisition knowledge areas for their
gram phase or program size. jobs. Program managers and acquisi- managers.

Competency rankings from the tion professionals emphasized the Ill. Acquisition professionals iden-

follow-up survey (as illustrated in policy and management knowledge tified and prioritized a different set of

Figure 2) correlated very well with the areas as shown in the first column of competencies than program manager'.
competency model. Only I of the 16 Figure 3. IV. Minimal differences exist in the lo
competencies in the model (asser- Training Needs competencies across the Services. pro-
tiveness which is not socially desirable) gram phase or program size.
was ranked by program managers Survey respondents also were asked V. Program managers and acquisition
lower than 18 in a pool of 27 com- to identify acquisition knowledge areas professionals emphasized the impor-
petencies (additional socially desirable and competencies where they could tance of acquisition policy and
characteristics were added to make the most benefit from additional training. manag,'ment knowledge areas.
ranking more rigorous). In contrast, When compared to the survey impor-
the acquisition professionals' rankings tance ranking, fewer respondents iden- VI. Program managers and acquisi-
for their jobs reflected a very different tified training needs in either category. tion protessional,, reported a need for

set of competencies. For example, pro- As shown in the second column of training in software and several
fessionalism (defined as technical ex- Figure 3, program managers and ac- business functions.
pertise) was ranked 1st by acquisition quisition professionals emphasized Recommendations
professionals and 23rd by program software and several business manage-
managers (see Figure 2). ment functions for additional training. This study was done I, provide data

These training needs differ con- to improve program maragement per-
These data impl\ that acquisition siderably from the importance formance by identifying competen, tes

specialists and program managers re- categories in the first column. One required of eff ective program I
quire significantly different competen- possible explanation is that managers. The first recommendation
cies. This also suggests that the transi- respondents felt more satisfied with is to make the acquisition community
tion from functional specialist to pro- their level of acquisition policy and aware of the Competen ies found in
gram manager may be conceptually management knowledge than with this study. This article, the up(oming
quite difficult. A review of the litera- other supporting functional disciplines, final study report, or a briefing bv the
ture supports this conclusion.-' especially those in the business area. research team could -erve this purpoe.
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FIGURE 3. ACQUISITION KNOWLEDGE
AREAS AND TRAINING NEEDS

Important Training
for Job 1  Needed 2

The second recommendation is to
use the study results to assess the com-
patibility of current acquisition train-
ing content and methodologies with Systems Engineering X X
the program manager competencies. Logistics

Manufacturing/Production
"Too often training programs attempt Fielding X X
to 'teach the fundamentals' using lec- Software
tures, readings, case discussions, films, Test and Evaluation
and dynamic speakers to transmit X.
knowledge to course participants. Un- Cost Estimating XX
fortunately, it is usually not the lack Budgeting and Funding XX
of knowledge, but the inability to use Management X X
knowledge that limits effective Contracting X
managerial behavior."' The nature of Contract FinanceCost/Schedule Control
the competencies (management and Systems
leadership skills) suggests that acquisi-
tion training programs need to move
beyond structured presentation of ac- Acquisition Policy X X
quisition knowledge to integration of Acquisition Strategy X X
these knowledge areas with the higher Acquisition Organizations X X

order skills (competencies) necessary to
be effective in real-world situations Systems Management X
faced by the program managers in our Management Practices X Xstudy. Experience with the Looking Personnel Management X X

Glass management simulation at Joint Service/Multinational
DSMC5 suggests that senior military Program Management
and civilian acquisition managers may
still need considerable improvement in x = Indicated by (128) Program Managers
many, of the identified competencies, X X Indicated by (128) Program Managers and (225) Acquisition Professionalsn 1At least half the respondents indicated high level of expertise was needed for their job.
even though they have extensive prior 2 Identified by at least a third of respondents
management experience and profes-
sional education.

Practical exercises stressing program
management problem solving and Finally, to aid in implementing the 2. Fulghum, D., "The Weapon
decision-making in real acquisition above recommendations, further Pushers: Program Managers at Eye of
situations would be most likely to suc- research is needed to identify the ex- Procurement Storm," Air Force Times,
ceed with such students. These exer- tent to which program manager com- Aug. 7, 1989, pp. 14-16.
cises must be followed with evaluation petencies are important to other key 3. Gadeken 0. C., "Why Engineers
and feedback to students on how their acquisition positions (chief engineer, and Scientists Often Fail as Managers
individual competencies contributed business,'financial manager, logistics (and What to Do About It)," Program
to, or detracted from, effective perfor- manager and contracting officer). Con- Manager, Jan-Feb. 1986, pp. 37-45.
mance on the exercises. Students' needs sidering the program office as a team,
for training will vary widely. This sug- it would be useful to identify com- 4. Boyatzis, R. E., "The Competent

gests course electives grouping students petencies required by all key acquisi- Manager: A Model for Effective Per-

with sKmilar development needs, and tion professionals and those that may formance," Wiley-lnterscience, New

personal development plans and con- be compensated for if possessed by York, 1982, p. 4.
tinuing education opportunities after other members of the group. Also of 5. Gadeken 0. C., "DSMC Simula-
students return to their jobs. interest is the identification and com- tions (Games that Teach Engineers anJ

The third recommendation is to use parison of industry program manage- Scientists How to Manage)," Program

study findings to help structure Service ment competencies with those of their Manager. May-June 1980, pp. 29-39.

acquisition career paths. Entrance in- DOD counterparts.

to acquisition career fields and selec- Endnotes Dr. (;ad,'cp, is J)iwr:'te" fEduatilMal
tion for training and development 1. Gadeken, 0. C., 'DSMC Studies I&'eaprb at .AI"C.
assignments should be based as much Program Manager Competencies,"
on competencies (especially for key Program Manager, Jan.-Feb. 1980 pp.
assignments) as on knowledge and 42-44.
experience.
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HERE WE GO AGAIN!

Lieutenant Colonel Jeff) K. McMahan, USAF

D uring the 1980 presidental election, Candidate The George Mason University Center for Interactive
Ronald Reagan used the line "There you go Management which had previously helped DSMC perform

again" to advantage. Recently, a group of active program similar activities, was asked to assist. Dr. Alexander N.
managers met at George Mason University to explore again Christakis, a leading practitioner of interactive management
fundamental problems with the acquisition process. But techniques, was facilitator for the process. 2 Henry Alberts,
there were differences between this effort and previous ef- DSMC, and Tony Melitta assisted.
forts; i.e., the Carlucci Initiatives, Grace, and Packard Com- Focusing
missions. The participants were active program managers
(PMs), people with continuing experience and considerable The interactive management technique is a disciplined
expertise were evaluating the current engineering/product mechanism which acts to focus group discussion; adding that
development process; reflected the 1950 concept that good focus makes the interactive management process more effi-
management required knowledge of the process to be cient. A further refinement is the incorporation of logical
managed; and had a common product orientation and inference relationships into computer routines to sort and
background, "Smart Munitions." manipulate ideas the group develops. This process and large-

stop screen TV projection capability significantly enriches group
Before those not interested in bombs and bullets P dynamics and the creative process generally. Selective

reading, let me amplify what I mean by smart munitions: readings on interactive management are included in the
Once fired from a gun (or dropped from an aircraft), a sim- bibliography of this article.
ple bullet (or bomb) continues along its predetermined path
until it hits a target or otherwise expends itself. But, smart A two-step process was used. First, the group developed
munitions are more like aircraft, tanks and ships than bullets a set of problems (inhibitors) that PMs experienced in do-
and bombs. Smart munitions can change their initial tra- ing smart-munitions development. Solutions to those pro-
jectories to respond to changes in target location or other blems were proposed. Small (7-12 people) groups of govern-
changes to target signature characteristics. They have on- ment and industry program managers met in four, 3-day
board computers and/or guidance sets that assist the sessions. Each developed a set of inhibitors and potential
operator significantly by using technology to augment skills, solutions. Group membership was drawn from Air-to-Air,
Smart munitions are more like people, changing action to Surface-to Air, Air-to-Surface, and Surface-to-Surface mis-
suit the circumstances and, like people, are complex pro- sion area groups. Representatives from the Anti-Submarine-
ducts. Examples include AMRAAM and Sparrow Air-to- Warfare community were incorporated within the last two
Air missiles, Copperhead, AROC, HARM, Cruise Missiles groups.
and our latest generation of torpedoes. At the end of each session, each work group selected two

representatives to participate in a final group discussion of
More Expensive the total product of all four workshops. In addition to repre-

Because these kinds of systems are inherently more com- sentatives from each work shop, this task force was com-
plex. they are more expensive. With future weapons posed of senior representatives of OSD and each of the Ser-predicted to become more complex still (e.g.. "Brilliant vices. The task force reviewed challenges and potential solu-

Munitions"), we can anticipate commensurate increases in tions and further refined and focused them.
their cost. The decrease in defense budgets, coupled with The four "Smart Munitions" work groups developed 287
increased need, caused senior-level OSD personnel to focus inhibitors to smart munition acquisition effectiveness. These
attention on a real challenge -1iowu Do We Improve Smart were aggregated by the task force into 15 overall catergories
Muniotons Acquisition? shown in Table 1.

To meet this challenge, Dr. Robert B. Costello, who was Mr. Alberts noted early-on that a common theme surfaced
then Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition), tasked tac- from the four group discussions: The inhibitors defined by
tical munitions people to examine the situation and develop both groups were neither weapon system nor munitions
recommendations for potential solutions to problems found specific. They were generic to the acquisition process itself.
with the present acquisition process. Anthony Melitta, Of- The task force confirmed this observation. It found con-
fice of Munitions, was appointed project manager. He asked siderable similarity between findings of this set of work
the Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) to help groups and other completed studies. The task force not only
develop information and ideas, focused the product of the four previous work groups, but
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TABLE 1. ACTION OPTION GROUPINGS
The active PMs are especially

grateful to Dr. Costello for champion-
ing this approach to reform. With a

dg"3ry C ......... '- better understanding of the process
and some definition of the challenges
and options or improvement, a
"Champion" 1i several of them) may
emerge to take up the torch and "make

' Ireform happen." Achieving acquisition
reform is certainly a leadership
challenge.

Endnotes

X Scooe of Go- .1. Edgar E. Ulsamer, "Brilliant
Weapons Gather Momentum," Air
Force Magazine, August 1988, pp.

,'3Sec~cat~cn Ta', , 74-80.
2. Some excellent sources of infor-

X v Staffna mation on interactive management in-
clude an abstract in the General
Systems Yearbook of the International
Society for General Systems Research
Vol. Ill authored by Alexander N.
Christakis, 1987, pp 69-75. John N.

consolidated ideas and assigned tions, 3 this effort involving active Warfield, "The Magical Number
responsibility for implementation of PMs has heightened expectations for a Three--Plus or Minus Zero,"
each potential problem solution pro- better process. Because some of these Cybernetics and Systems: An Interna-
duced by this process. The 29 action PMs will likely be the Senior Service, tional Journal, Vol. 19, 1988, pp.
options were developed within the first OSD and industry policy-makers for 339-358. J. N. Warfield and A. N.
three action option groupings: PM acquisition a few years hence, we can Christakis, "Dimensionality," Systems
Authority, Budgetary Considerations, expect insights they gained during this Research. Vol. 4, No. 2, 1987, pp.
and Requirements. process to become the foundation for 127-137.

long-term changes. 3. J. J. Talmon, Romanticism and
Dr. Costello was briefed on func- 2. Anyone reading the Washington Revolt Europe 1815-1845, Harcourt,

tions of the total "Smart Munitions" ef- Post, Newsweek or other media is Brace & World, Inc., (Jarrold & Sons
force developed. What might happen aware of significant public desire for Ltd.) Norwich, England, 1967. Pro-

oceaih s ppev acquisition reform. 4 Speculation vides ideas that came from one great
as the result of this work is speculative. centered about the need for an ex- revolution and led to the series of real
Two observations may offer some tremely adept politician, or a highly changes that occured in 1848 revolu-
insight, capable process reformer. Not only are tions of Europe.

1. Expectations for an improved ac- the Congress and the body politic 4. A literary search of periodicals
quisition process have been raised. clamoring for process reform but, at published on "acquisition reform"
Certainly, program managers who the same time, we appear to be start- revealed 127 titles dcaling with that
participated in this effort are expecting, ing a new era of declining defense topic from October 1988 to January
to various degrees, fundamental budgets. 1989. Among those are: David Hoff-
changes in the way we do business. Because we are at a time when the man, George C. Wilson, "Bush, Seek-
Since each of these PMs is an ar- public appears to desire reform, some ing Defense Aides, Meets With Mar-
ticulate, success-oriented individual, issues pointed out by this series of tin Marietta Chairman," Washington
some changes will occur regardless of workshops will likely be addressed. Post, Dec. 1, 1988, Sec 1, p. A29. Ann
senior management's receptiveness to Policies that implement change may McDaniel, Douglas Wailer and John
change. This level of change is at "the not be perfect but there is at least one Barry, "Twisting in the Wind?"
grass roots." Because of that, it may significant difference from previous ef- Newsweek, December 12, 1988, p, 25.
in the long-term be more meaningful forts: Active working-level program
and more lasting. But, grass-roots managers participated in development Lieutetant Clnel AlcMahan is the Ai
change by nature is somewhat glacial of problem statements and solution op- Force Prirnm l)iprctor, Namv Air to Air
in speed but, at the same time, is long- tions. As a result, some flaws inherent Misik SPO, ,,hich acquirrs the latest
lasting. Just as the French Revolution in "mandates from above" may be qenwtion ofSidewtindr (AIM-9M) and
served as precursor to real reform eliminated and a better acquisition Sparroiw (AIM-7M). He is a I)SMC
which came with the 1848-1860 revolu- piocess will be facilitated. PMC 86-1 (rraduate.
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PRODUCTION COMPETITION
LESSONS-LEARNED:
ELEMENTS OF A BUSINESS DEAL

n many weapon system programs, the government production qualified at the earliest possible date-to
must negotiate with the incumbent producer to obtain minimize sole-source production business.

some level of cooperation in establishing a competitive pro- It is important to note that these contrasting motivations,
duction source for the incumbent's system. This second of which are present in all the business deal elements, permit
our lessons-learned articles describes some negotiable the government to move off its position on one element in
elements we have seen in business deals between the govern- exchange for the incumbent's movement on another. For ex-
ment and sole-source incumbents, ample, the incumbent may agree to accept responsibility for

Our objective is to make it clear that government person- early production qualification of a follower, provided the
nel have many levers to apply to uncooperative incumbents, government relents on another milestone or concedes on one
We want program managers to be able to answer contrac- of the other business deal elements discussed below (such
tors who challenge government competition plans with such as providing the incumbent with a significant role in follower
questions as: "Why should I do anything to help the govern- selection).
ment create a competitor who will take away my business?" It is important to note that milestones listed need not occur

Assume in the following discussion that the government in that sequence, if the parties agree. For example, it is possi-
objective is to obtain the incumbent's agreement to perform ble to initiate the competition for an annual buy before the
a leader-follower technology transfer program. Keep in mind follower is formally production qualified, with contracts
that a leader-follower program requires that the developer awarded to winner and loser after qualification is complete.
(leader) be responsible for second source (follower) produc- Note that, here again, motivations of the government and
tion qualification, the leader conflict at the particular point under discussion,

Time Elements providing negotiation trade-off opportunities,
Other timing issues could be important to one or the other

There are critical milestones to be negotiated with the of the parties and could, therefore, be written into the
developer in constructing a leader-follower program. Some business deal. As will be seen below, other elements of the
of these are: business deal can be structured to provide the government

-Leader starts work with the leverage required to ensure contractor performance

-Leader receives the definitized contract for the program in accordance with negotiated milestones.

-Follower is selected Cost Elements

-Follower starts work Cost considerations (who pays how much, for what,

-Follower is qualified for initial production when) are always key elements of any negotiation, but com-
petitive programs have a number of unique cost elements

-Follower is qualified for rate production that must be accounted for. These include:

-First competitive production buy -The cost of the second source's special tooling and special

-Competition for logistics and other support services begins test equipment

-Competition for system design changes begins -Follower costs for technical data package review, for

-The dates upon which the contract's various financial in- design and manufacturing engineering efforts, and for pro-

centives expire. duction line start-up
-Leader costs to support follower selection, technologyOrdinarily, government preferences regarding the above transfer, and production qualification

dates will be different from the incumbent's. For example,

the government would want the leader-follower program -Cost of additional qualification and testing units
initiated as early as possible, so that the follower could be -Cost of government effort to monitor the program and

provide independent testing.
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Modernization Element
Bill Drinnon The program manager may agree to

David Hodulich support an incumbent's modernization
program-a program that promised
reduced production costs. Investment
in such programs would increase the
incumbent's competitiveness and
would be in the government's interests,

Because special tooling and test Quantity guarantees frequently are providing a rare "win-win" negotiation
equipment costs are usually one of the tied to other elements of the business element.
largest cost elements in bringing on a deal as incentive for leader achieve- On the other hand, government
second production source, they fre- ment of certain milestones. For exam- financial support of a follower's
quently become one of the key issues ple, the government could guarantee modernization program would not be
in the business deal negotiation. In- the leader 25 percent of the annual buy in the incumbent's interests. So, the in-
cumbent contractors typically insist for 2 years if the follower were cumbent's fall-back position concern-
that the second source pay the bulk of qualified by a certain date, with a ing modernization programs may be
these costs as a front-end investment schedule of higher guarantees tied to that the government should agree not
and then amortize that investment dur- early qualification dates (or lower to participate in any modernization
ing production. Incumbents point out guarantees tied to late qualification), program that gives either source a
that they have already made substan- The time period during which the competitive advantage.
tial investments in the program and guarantees apply can be shortened or
that a second source should do the stretched to encourage the leader to
same. The government may prefer an- qualify the follower as early as
other arrangement. possible.

Quantity ElementsElement
The buyout element concerns how 0 1mu 1

There are two problems in determin- long the government will sustain the
ing how the annual production awards two competitors before electing to run
are split between the two producers. a buyout on the program .i?11Cli '
The first is to calculate that rate below
which plant operating efficiencies drop Obtaining government agreement to
to unacceptable levels. The second is delay program buyout can be impor- l l : . tH'
to identify the minimum annual award tant to developers, who frequently re-
quantities required to keep the contrac- quire sustained production runs to . . . r
tors competitive for the next year's amortize their large research and
buy. Contrary to intuition, there is no development tooling, and test equip-
generally accepted procedure for cal- ment investments. Such developers
culating these figures with precision. fear low-cost second sources, who may
Accordingly, these issues are resolved not have made substantial investments ,.C
through the negotiation process, with in the program and who are, therefore,
the incumbent pressing for high mini- likely to win a buyout program (early .
mums for himself (and low minimums winner-take-all buyouts are of special
for the second source). concern to previously sole-source

Quantity guarantees typically have developers).

a time dimension. For example, the On the other hand, government in-
government might agree to the leader's terest concerning buyouts, everything ' k 1 "

' 1 K,

retaining some minimum percentage of else equal, is to reserve the right to run
the first three annual buys, with subse- the buyout whenever it chooses. "' , c ', 1 h c '
quent awards split between the com-
petitors in any manner considered by
the government to be in its best
interest. Maae 9SpebrOtbrl8
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Derivative Business Long Lead Items

A developer agreeing to establish a i , ' For many systems, long lead
second source for his product will want materials must be ordered months in
to limit the second source's rights to . advance of contract award for the
produce the system. For example, he system itself. In competitive produc-
will try to retain exclusive rights to - ., , tion programs, it is usually not possi-
develop and produce: r, ble for each producer to procure his
-System upgrades required by the own long lead items, because in-
govenmet udividual production quantities are not

-oermerl vknown until months after the long lead
-Commercial versions of the system ' A ,- ' items must be ordered.

-Variants offered for foreign sale. There are two ways to handle the

The developer can attempt to protect . 1. 1i 1 , It .! problem:

these markets via restrictive licensing -The government can procure all
arrangements with the second source. long-lead items from the vendors and
The program manager can either ifurnish them to the two prime contrac-
accept such arrangements or preclude tors as government-furnished equip-
them from the leader-follower pro- ment (GFE) when the production split
gram he finally buys from the is decided.
developer. : .- The government can procure all the

Obviously, the developer will be long lead items from the incumbent,
prepared to offer much of value to ob- letting him purchase them from the
tain government agreement to deriva- vendors and furnish the items to the
tive business restrictions. follower when the production split is

Support Functions developer. Or support responsibilities decided.

could be left with the developer for Incumbents profit in the latter case,
As with derivative business, the some specified number of buys-then and the government avoids a GFE

developer will seek to prevent the sec- competed. Or, support contracts could situation, so the contractor-furnished
ond source from participating in the be restricted to the two system pro- alternative is probably a "win-win"
logistics and engineering support of the ducers, rather than fully opened to solution to the problem. Note also
deployed system. Because the govern- competition. that, in a properly structured leader-
ment typically spends more in support follower program, it is in the in-
of a deployed system than it spends in Similarly, support contract

producing it, retaining support busi- agreements can be tied to other cumbents' interests to manage long-

ness is very important to the incum- business deal elements to leverage lead item responsibilities properly,
bent. On the other hand, the govern- developer performance with regard to because he is responsible for ensuring

ment should be reluctant to perpetuate technology transfer and second-source for the designated first competitive
sole-source support of the system, production qualification. For example,
without receiving some major conces- the government could agree to let the buy. If long-lead items are delivered

sion from the developer in another leader retain, on a sole-source basis, late to the follower by the leader, the

element. program logistics for a couple of years follower will not be capable of meeting

after production competition starts, contract requirements, and the leader
Contractor neotie no pr t follower qualification will be penalized in accordance with

need to be negotiated on an all-or- occurs on time. The government, in ef- the provisions of his leader-follower
nothing, now-or-never basis. For ex- fect, would be gaining price leverage contract with the government.
ample, logistics support could be com- on the early production buys, in ex- Source Selection
peted, but design agency respon- change for competition forgone tem-
sibilities could be left with the porarily on logistics support. A In any leader-follower program,

developer might find such an agree- there will be two types of source
ment acceptable in itself, or an agree- selections:
ment her: might have to be coupled -First, to determine the follower
with agreements in other elements. -Second, to determine the annual

production quantity splits between the
two sources.
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Source selection plans of both types Fee Summary
are of great interest to the developer. The fee element in a production This discussion of business deal

Certainly, the developer will press competition business deal is elements should make it clear that the
hard for the right to select the follower straightforward. The profit motive government has much to offer an in-
unilaterally, based upon the govern- assures the incumbent's interest in cap- cumbent considering whether or not to
ment requirement that the leader turing the maximum fee possible, so participate in a leader-follower pro-
guarantee timely follower qualifica- the government should tie fee to grain. It needs to be stressed, however,
tion. If the developer is given source- achievement of specific key milestones, that elements discussed are represen-
selection authority, the government It is important, however, that the tative of matters to be resolved in such
should approve the leader's detailed government calculate the value to the negotiations-additional issues will
plan for selecting the second source developer of his failing to achieve a arise and some elements mentioned
and should approve the source se- milestone, before putting substantial will be irrelevant in specific
lected. But, the government agreement reliance on some award fee to obtain circumstances.
to assign source-selection authority to developer-government goal congru- Keep in mind that our discussions
the developer should come only with ence. For example, the leader may focused specifically on negotiating
unqualified developer agreement to ac- cheerfully forgo a million dollar fee with the incumbent in a leader-
cept total responsibility for the second tied to follower qualification-if follower program. However, the pro-
source's timely qualification. failure to qualify the second source will gram manager understanding elements

The developer will want to par- prolong a lucrative sole-source of business deals with leader com-
ticipate in developing the plan for split- situation. panies will be able to develop similar
ting quantities when competitive pro- Other Incentives plans for dealing with followers (in
duction buys begin. For instance, the leader-follower programs), and with
leader will want to influence develop- Other incentives, positive and both the incumbent and potential sec-
ment of government criteria for deter- negative, are frequently found in ond sources in other kinds of
mining the splits, which might be leader-follower program business technology transfer programs.
based upon: deals. For example:
-Price alone -Progress fee rates can be tied to the Negotiating the Deal
-Some weighting of price offered, leader's timely achievement of speci- This article cannot describe and
quality achieved, and schedule accom- fied milestones discuss specific negotiation techniques,
plished -Leader-follower program award fees and we cannot here provide guidance
-One of the above coupled with per- can be a function of the competitive- on how to negotiate specific business

-Oneof he aovecouped ith er-deals and turn them into contracts. Weformance against other specified pro- ne.ss of the second source's production deagst th em ent c on neness ofecivthelisecondy ssource'ics suggest that government personnel
gram objectives (like timely second- prices would do well to strengthen their
source qualificationL -The government can agree to restrict negotiating skills through readings in
Of course, the government in the end any portion of the program, for any such books as: Howard Raiffa, The
will establish these criteria, but it can period of time, to the leader and the Art and Science of Negotiation, Har-agree to consider the incumbent's sug- follower-for as long as specified ob- yard University Press, 1984: James K.gestions i jectives are met. Sebenius and David A. Lax, The

Program managers should expect in- Creative government acquisition Manager As Negotiator: Bargaining
cumbents to pay dearly for source- planners are continually developing in- for Cooperation and Competition
selection responsibilities. Incumbents novative business deals, so any pro- Gain, New York, The Free Press, 1986.

usually feel they can select and qualify gram manager considering a leader-
a competitor less threatening to their follower program would be well ad-
overall business base (government and vised to review recent programs as one
commercial) than one the government of the first steps in developing his Ir. li *inon and Ir. Hodulic ar
might select. The trick, on the part of negotiation plans. asocited )it LI, IncoHted, a con-
government, is to ensure that the sultingfimn sprcializiqin wapon sI.ten
selected follower is the superior second acquisition planniin.

source for the system under consider-
ation-but selected from those to
whom the leader will transfer his
technology and guarantee production
qualification.
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,-,LTERNATI1VE4',ONTRACTING/ACQUISITION
j STRATEGIES WITHIN DOD

S. . Lieutenant Colonel Joseph L. Bergantz, USA

I n government program management, two key players, Body
the project manager (PM) and the contracting officer, To begin a discussion of contracting strategies, you should

share the responsibility of system acquisition. The project examine two basic categories, or families of contracts: cost-
manager is charged with obtaining necessary items to fulfill reimbursement (where government pays the cost, subject to
government needs and works closely with the contracting limitations on allowability, allocability, and reasonableness);
officer, who has the authority to enter into contractual and fixed price (where government pays a price, subject to
agreements with firms for acquisition of products, supplies some fixed maximum ceiling amount if a sharing incentive
or services. is used). 2

The modern-day project manager within government ac- Key features of a fixed-price contract are: contractor
quisition is faced with a complex problem of developing ac- promises to deliver on time, per specification, for a fixed
quisition and contracting strategies within an ever-changing price, and government promises to pay the fixed price if the

framework of constraints. The project manager must define product/service conforms to the contract.

the type of contract to use with help of the contracting

officer. The two families of contracts to choose from are Cost-reimbursement contract features differ as follows:
fixed-price and cost-reimbursement. The project manager contractor promises best effort to perform on time, per
will choose the appropriate contract category and particular specification, and below "estimated costs" if the government
type of contract within that category by applying certain both funds and promises to pay all allowable, allocable, and
ground rules associated with the amount of financial risk reasonable costs plus fees, in accordance with the contract.
involved. In addition, the project manager must organizeand operate within latest government regulations and The amount of the contractor's cost risk depends on the
in i tiatives,t type of contract chosen. For example, a fixed-price contractplaces more cost risk on the contractor than would a cost-

"The Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 34 requires the reimbursement contract. There are different cost-reimburse-
PM to develop a written acquisition strategy which is an ment and fixed-price contracts with, more or less, cost risk
overall plan for satisfying the mission need. With support associated with each. These include: Cost Plus Fixed Fee
from various specialists, he must estimate costs, obtain (CPFF), Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF), Cost Plus Incentive
budget authority, and provide requirements and funding to Fee (CPIF), Fixed Price Incentive Fee (FPIF), Firm Fixed Price
the contracting officer to obtain goods and services by con- with Escalation (FFPE), and Firm Fixed Price (FFP). These
tract."' Thus, to be successful, the project manager and are listed here in ascending order of contractor cost risk.4

conti acting officer must cleverly shape contracting and ac- The project manager must match the cost risk of develop-
quisi.ion strategies for various phases of the system life ment or production to the appropriate contract type.
cycle.
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FIGURE 1. MAKING THE SELECTION
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To do this, the project manager Today, the government often incen- Motivation
must not only consider uncertainty of tivizes technical performance as well as In addition to explicit incentives,
cost estimation (i.e., level of con- cost. The project manager should other methods can motivate the con-
fidence that costs will turn out as observe basic ground rules when deter- tractor. For example, incorporation of
predicted), but areas like performance mining which technical parameters to contract provisions like design-to-cost
and schedule risks associated with cur- incentivize. First, he should keep and design-to-unit-production cost can
rent life-cycle phase. Figure I is helpful parameters to a minimum-three or guide the contractor toward govern-
in selecting the appropriate contract four-for two reasons. Too many ment goals.
type. 5  parameters dilute the value of each and

the contract is more difficult to ad- Competition
Target Cost Profit minister. With the exception of cost,

Risk, ever present, must be parameters should be independent of With the advent of the Competition

one another. 7  in Contracting Act of 1984, the
addressed accordingly; i.e., one way government placed emphasis on cost
is to offer incentives to the contractor. Second, for each parameter a savings and risk reduction through
Areas like cost, technical performance, minimum acceptable value and a high- competition. Therefore, in structuring
supportability and reliability may be est desired value should be established, acquisition strategy with the contract-
incentivized. Incentive contracts seek In setting minimum value, the project ing officer, the project manager should
to capitalize on profit-motivation of manager should ensure the value is consider involving competition when
the contractor. reasonable. At the other end of the possible. Competition can lead to cost

Cost-incentive contracts operate as spectrum, the desired value should be savings, an increased industrial base
follows, government speaking to con- achievable and should add to the sys- and improved quality.
tractor: "No one knows exactly what tem as a result of its achievement. Let's look at a case study based on
the effort is going to cost. Let's discuss Finally, the project manager needs development of T800 multipurpose
our estimates and reach agreement on to determine how much money is engines. Initial U.S. Army application
a reasonable target cost and target available for incentives and how it of these engines will be in the new
profit (or fee). If you can do this work should be distributed among parame- Light Helicopter Program (LHX).
for less than the target cost (or under- ters. He should consider how much he These competitive contrdcts included
run), I'll pay you the target profit plus is willing to pay for maximum perfor- provisions that limited Army liability
a percentage of the underrun. If you mance versus how much he is willing and increased the assumed contractor
spend more than the target cost (or to pay for target performance. In risk. Contracts were firm fixed-price
overrun), I'll pay you the full allow- distributing incentives, the project contracts with contractor-funded facil-
able, allocable, and reasonable cost, manager needs to establish relative im- itization and tooling including un-
but I'll reduce your profit by a percent- portance of incentivized parameters. precedented guarantees for acquisition,
age of the overrun. "'  This can be done by assigning an ex- operation and support costs The con-

Thus, in a cost-incentive contract, pressed value, if calculable, or an im- tracts provided for production cur-
government and contractor share the plied value based on experience and petition and guaranteed supportabili-
cost risk by sharing underruns and best judgment. 8  ty in a manner that may be unparal-
overruns, within specified limitations, leled in government procurement. In
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exchange for increased contractor risk, Advantages Last, caution must be exercised in
standard military specifications were Specifically, the following manage- transfer of rights to technical data
tailored while Army direction of the ment methods which stand out as ad- when dealing with proprietary rights.
engine full-scale development program vantages were implemented to Perhaps the government should look
and contract data reporting require- streamline the acquitition process: Ar- more at "limited reprocurement rights"
ments were minimized; meanwhile the my eliminated much counterproduc- rather than "unlimited rights." This
contractor wrote his system specifica- tive reporting; Army articulated pro- would allow the government to obtain
tion. The contractor was free to gram philosophy and requirements to necessary data to manufacture end-
schedule program events, accomplish- the local plant representatives to avoid items, or to produce spare parts to sup-
ments and milestones in the form of confusion among government moni- port the T800 engine while allowing
plans against which he was willing to tors at the contractor's facility- the contractor team to maintain the
be measured in competition. Lessons contractor teams adopted a formal right for commercial applications.
learned from the T800 experience are system engineering approach that The requirement to ensure dual
found in the T800 After Action Report facilitated coordination and consolida- sources for a single team design has
and many are enumerated in follow- tion of authority and responsibility for resulted in each team member in-
ing paragraphs.0  resources; and, contractors established vesting heavy up-front emphasis on

One of the government's latest in- early agreements permitting each team manufacturing methods and proce-
itiatives has been contractor teaming. member to capitalize on the other team dures. This emphasis, combined with
With the T800, two contractor teams members' strengths, thus providing a the design-to-cost contract provisions,
were formed and awarded the FFP con- better product. will help reduce risk significantly in
tracts. These teams were arranged as Disadvantages seen in the manage- transitioning from development into
follows: APW, AVCO Lycoming and ment area include the following: Both production.
Pratt Whitney; and LHTEC, Allison teams initially underestimated time In the technical area, noteworthy
Gas Turbine Division of General and effort necessary to satisfy re- findings resulted from this new way of
Motors and Garrett Turbine Engine quirements of a single engine design, doing business. As mentioned, unnec-
Co. Both developed a company-to- producible at both contractor facilities; essary language in the Request for Pro-
company relationship for executing management of decision processes posal was eliminated. However, in
contract terms as a team. within each team moved slower than some cases, maybe the Army went too

expected in some cases; increased at- far since the contractor requested ad-
tention to management in the teaming ditional guidance. On the other hand,

r7h concept meant increased cost to the new contractual philosophy em-

he first contractors. bodied increased up-front emphasis on
producibility, cost, reliability/main-

Production Competition tainability, competition, manpower-
U.S. Army target Another major area for considera- personnel integration (MANPRINT),

tion was production competition. and integrated logistics support (this
acquisition radar to Several advantages evolved from com- emphasis was realized by the increased

petition initiatives in the original State- weightings for the above areas in the

be developed for a ment of Work; i.e., technology trans- weighting of evaluation criteria).
fer has been promoted in areas pre- Therefore, contractors have had to
viously considered protected by the change old ways by now giving the

helicopter is the participants. Also, expansion of the above arcais equal importance to the
classes of vendors has resulted in more technical area and allowing these areas

Airborne Adverse previously unknown suppliers, to influence design of the engine from

There were several disadvantages. the outset. In the past, many of these

Weather Weapon First, the teams exceeded planned costs areas received little or no attention,
in meeting competition initiatives, then were "piecemealed" into the sys-

System. The system perhaps because the effort required tem after the design had been frozen.
was not well-understood.

will enhance Armv Second, the government should real- Cost Elements
ize that small business, perhaps In the area of cost, there were three
economically disadvantaged, will be elements demanding full attention-

aviation's survivabilitV required to invest and share the risk of fixed-price development, not-to-exceed
a firm fixed-price contract. In view of production price, and operatien and

and lcthalitv, the flowdown of risks to small firms support cost guarantees. The competi-
with limited resources, long-term com- tive nature of these contracts led par-
mitments may prove difficult. ticipants to improve cost guarantees,
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resulting in a better overall program. , r
Both teams made significant contribu- V
tions to design-to-cost, operation and Th l "og'"R
support (O&S) costs, and life-cycle Technological Risk
costs. They conducted necessary trade One of the main differences between
studies to rnin;.'ze initia1 riqk- and this development program and the ,,,, . i,,,

financial exposure. In fairness to the T800 is technological risk. The engine
teams, the Army had to balance its program technical risk was assessed as Joint Development Chosen
desire for production competition low, whereas the radar technical risk
against the teams' production and was assessed as medium. Not only was After a comparative assessment of

O&S cost guarantees; that is, full the technical risk higher, but there was these approaches, it was decided that

break-out of parts causes the business much schedule risk associated with the joint development was preferred.
volume and production base with the radar program. This was a conse- Martin Marietta and Westinghouse
prime contractor to go down, thereby quence of the AAWWS program be- formed a Joint Venture and are ex-
increasing their costs. ing an Army Streamlined Acquisition ecuting the POP development phase.

Another problem was monthly cost Program (ASAP). Essentially, the Joint development benefits are best
reporting mandated by the Office of Army is trying to reduce its develop- technical approach, earliest subcon-
treportingmadary of D ne Thie ws ment and procurement timelines. One tractor/'vendor participation or com-the Secretary of Defense. This was w y t sh re t e ac uiio lfe mitment, lowest cost development pro-
regarded as a non-value-added task by way to shorten the acquisition life mtenlwscotdvopntr-
contractors and by many within the cycle is to accept a certain amount of gram, significantly lower production
Army. It is recommended that the concurrency from one phase to the program costs, shortest times to pro-
government provide relief from such next. Traditionally, research and duction deliveries and fielding, dual-

development programs are planned source competitive production from
reporting. heel-to-toe. By using concurrency, sig- production Lot I; and, most manage-

In November 1988, the Army an- nificant time may be saved, able by government. 1

nounced the winner of the T800 full- In conjunction with ASAPscale development competition. The Two long-standing objectives of the I ointo ih AA
team of Allison and Garrett (LHTEC) Army AAWWS project manager team philosophy, many items have been in-
was chosen to proceed into produc- are to field the system as soon as pos- cluded in the ongoing POP phase
tion, and will competitively produce sible after demonstration of the critical which would normally be done later in
then, T8nd Fllo-onitivy produc c technologies, and to provide for dual- the D/PP phase (FSD). These include
the Ts00. Follow-on productiontu source competitive production. With integrated logistics planning, pro-
tracts will be of a fixed-price nature. these objectives in mind, three alter- ducibility engineering planning studies,

As seen in the first case study, much native program approaches existed, all and generation of design-to-unit-
flexibility can be afforded the contrac- of which would ultimately provide production-costs (DTUPC) goals.
tor, even in a fixed-price environment, competitive dual-source production. Also, the government will obtain full

rights and data for hardware and soft-
The second case study, which in- Merged or Joint Development, ware to manufacture snare parts.

volves a cost-reimbursable contract, Merge the two independent concept
employs many of the same govern- design definitions: single development The current POP contract is a CPAF
ment initiatives that were in the T800 contracts-proof of principle (POP) contract while the DiPP contract,

contracts. and development/production prove- scheduled to be awarded in August
out (D/ PP) phases-to a joint contrac- 1989, will be a CPIF contract. "The

Case study two deals with develop- tor team; competitive (at Lot I) dual- CPAF contract is one that provides for
ment of a heliborne fire control radar source production. a fee consisting of a base amount fixed
and an accompanying Hellfire missile at inception of the contract and an
system with a radar seeker. This is the -Competitive Development Through award amount that the contractor may
first U.S. Army target acquisition POP. Two competitive parallel con- earn in whole or part during perfor-
radar to be developed for a helicopter tracts for POP; a "'fly-off and down- mance which is sufficient to provide
and is known as the Airborne Adverse selection after POP; a single D/uPP motivation and excellence in such
Weather Weapon System (AAWWS). award to the winner; second-source areas as quality, timeliness, technical
This weapon system is being designed ader-follower" production (con- ingenuity, and cost effective manage-

for use on the AH-64 Apache helicop- petitive at Lot Ill). ment.'12 The CPIF is contemplated
ter and for later use on the LHX. The -Competitive Development Through for D, PP to maintain low-contractor
AAWWS is designed primarily for an D/PP. Two competitive parallel con- risk. The Army anticipates program
anti-armor mission and will have a tracts (like the T800) for POP and risk will be reduced to the Lxtent that
significant capability in adverse D/PP; a "fly-off" and down-selection fixed-price contracts can be awarded
weather and battlefield obscurants. after D/PP; second source "leader- to dual SorUe2, duiling production.
The system will enhance Army avia- follower" production (competitive at Multiyear contracting will be con-
tion's survivability and lethality. Lot 1ll).1 sidered at that time.
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Similarities the maximum extent practical. Many

There are similarities between the initiatives are here to stay, competition
AAWS and TSO0 programs as far as and teaming in particular. A good
which contract areas are emphasized. government project manager under-
Just as with the T800, this radar stands new initiatives thoroughly and
development program emphasized learns to live within them to the advan-

production competition, configuration creates the tage of the program.
management, integrated logistics sup-
port, MANPRINT, reliability/ main- industrial base Endnotes
tainability, quality and warranties. 1. "For Beginners Only," Contract

The main differences between the for futurc production Management, Alan W. Beck, March
two programs are type of contracts 1985, p. 26.

awarded, amount of competition in- compcrtion. It may2 "Introduction to Contract
volved, and level of risk accepted by Types," Contract Management Course
contractors and the Army. While both Book, PMC 85-2, Alan W. Beck, July
programs involve teaming arrange- tcnd to level 1985, p. 5.
ments, there is growing concern among 3. Ibid.
some observers that teaming is, in tcchnolo' but
itself, detrimental to the acquisition 4. Ibid, p. 11.
process. Recent articles contend that it enhanccs, 5. Ibid, p. 12.
teaming is a dangerous policy that will 6. "Structuring Cost-only Incentive
drive up costs, level technological in- Contracts," Contract Management
novation, and create powerful political not halnprs, Course Book, PMC 85-2, CDR Ben
fo rces. 13 Sellers, July 1985, p. 2.

Experience with the AAWWS inllo\'atiol. 7. Ibid, p. 3.
system shows that acquisition strategy
involving teaming is cumbersome and, 8. Ibid, pp. 7-8.
perhaps, more expensive in some cases 9. T800 Engine After Action Report,
(estimated 3 percent cost of teaming). Lessons Learned, U.S. Army Aviation
This is the price to be paid when, due such as the AAWWS program, where Systems Command, Jan. 21, 1987, pp.
to fiscal constraints, competition sole-sourcing may have been cheaper. 1-12.
throughout development is not afford- However, long-term savings will out-
able, as was the case with the T800. weigh near-term expense. Competitive 10. AAWWSAcquisitionPlan, Sept.

This strategy is one of compromise teaming like the T800 full-scale 29, 1988, p. 3.

since it is not affordable to compete development program can significantly 11. Ibid.
totally, yet it is politically and reduce government costs due to the 12 Federal Acquisition Regulation
economically unacceptable based on contractor investments put forward 16.404-2, p. 16-10.
future production considerations to and provide the government leverage,
award a sole-source contract. Con- due purely to competition. Teaming, Military Logistics Forum,
trary to nay-sayer assessments of
teaming in the acquisition process, While it may be true that teaming Michael N. Beltramo, March 1977,
teaming does exert a positive force as can create political powerhouses, the p. 35.
evidenced in the T800 and AAWWS government can neutralize much
programs. political clout by influencing formula-

industrial base tion of the teams. The government I, irut'mnt (olkwl )Rantz is the Assis-
Teaming creates the inmust ensure there are no overly power- rant PYvject ianwr .br the Aibomrnr

for future production competition. It ful teams, which would quickly nullify Ad,'erse II'eaher Weapon Sytet

may tend to level technology but it reasons for teaming. AA ik'IuSi, Aation.tep(ms omadt,

enhances, not hampers, innovation. St. Iouis. He is a qruduate ofthc Prmin
This is true because properly struc- , -

tured teaming encourages cross- Summary ,,a(ontCo , lefnse .Systems
fertilization of members' ideas. Strong The current trend in contracting and e "
points of one enforce weaknesses of the the role of the project manager are
other. intertwined and important in develop-

ing a contract 'acquisition strategy.
Competitive Teaming The government program manager

Teaming tends to reduce total life- must elect the appropriate contract
cycle cost of acquisition. It may drive based on the level of risk involved and
the cost higher for one particular phase consider competition and teaming to
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SYSTEMS ACQUISITION
FOR CONTRACTING

PERSONNEL COURSE

This two-week course is designed Week-two then applies these prin- presentations on current issues
to provide an overall understand- ciples to the contract execution of facing the contracting community.
ing of the systems acquisition a major program by examining
process. It concentrates on the program manager/contracting off i- SACP is a required course for
key activities from requirement cer roles and responsibilities, DOD contracting personnel in the
definition to fielding the system acquisition planning, incentive Level Ill, GS-1102/1101, 13-15
and is intended to broaden the contracting, special contract pro and equivalent military and any
contracting professional's knowl- visions, and source selection. contracting officer assigned to a
edge of the business manage- major system acquisition. The
ment role within a system acquisi- Lecture-discussions are punc- course is desirable for Level I1
tion. tuated with case studies and class personnel. Industry contract man-

agement counterparts are
Week-one of the course con- - encouraged to attend and will be
centrates on system management given space allocations.
activities such as acquisition
policies, funds management, Point of Contact
engineering management, est Jan Menker
management, configuration man- (703) 664-6685
agement, logistics management, AV 354-6685
quality/production management,
cost schedule control use, and Defense Systems
contractor financial management Management College
proposal preparation. Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5426
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